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This brief summary describing the management of molar pregnancy is written in response to 
the numerous emails I receive on a daily basis requesting advice and information.  I hope it will  
answer some of your questions.  You can also consult the website of the International Society 
for the Study of Trophoblastic Disease for more detailed information.  
 
Hydatidiform mole, also called molar pregnancy, is characterized by an overgrowth of placental 
tissue within the womb.  Hydatidiform moles are categorized as partial or complete based on  
pathology and genetic studies.  A complete mole develops when an empty egg lacking maternal 
chromosomes is fertilized by a single sperm. A fetus never develops because there are no   
maternal chromosomes and the entire placenta is abnormal.  A partial mole develops when a 
normal egg is fertilized by two sperm which leads to a pregnancy that contains an extra set of 
the father’s chromosomes.  In this case the fetus that develops is abnormal and the placenta is 
only partially abnormal. A molar pregnancy is usually suspected when a women develops 
bleeding in early pregnancy.  The diagnosis of molar pregnancy can usually be confirmed by 
ultrasound after which the molar tissue is removed by D and C or suction evacuation of the 
uterus.  The pathologic diagnosis of molar pregnancy, either partial or complete, depends on 
the presence of swollen or fluid-filled(called hydropic)placental villi AND hyperplasia(abnormal 
growth) of the trophoblastic cells that surround the villi. Most women are cured merely by 
removal of the molar tissue. However, in some women the molar tissue persists and becomes 
malignant requiring treatment with chemotherapy. 
 
The diagnosis of malignancy is made by following the blood level of human chorionic 
gonadotropin(called hCG) after the uterus is emptied by suction evacuation or hysterectomy if 
childbearing is complete.. The risk of developing a malignancy after a complete mole is 
approximately 20% and after a partial mole is approximately 3%.  After molar evacuation HCG 
tests should be performed weekly until negative (<5) for three consecutive weeks, then 
monthly for three consecutive months, after which it is safe to try for pregnancy.  Recent 
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research has shown that pregnancy may be safely undertaken after three months of normal 
(<5) HCG tests. 
 
If the blood HCG level plateaus (fails to drop) or rises after removal of the molar tissue it means 
that the molar pregnancy has become malignant and treatment with chemotherapy should be 
started promptly. Malignancy that develops following a molar pregnancy is highly curable 
with chemotherapy.   
 
The risk of a repeat mole increases from 1:1000 to 1:100 pregnancies.  If a patient has two 
molar pregnancies, the risk increases to 1:5 pregnancies. It has recently been determined that 
repeat molar pregnancies may be due to a genetic problem.  
 
A  normaI ultrasound at 10 weeks of a subsequent pregnancy means that that the pregnancy is 
non-molar and can be managed normally.  
 
 
 


